The Innovation Expert System, IES,
and its FSTP-Test
- A Fundamental Shake-up ofPatent Business AheadThe IES and its FSTP-Test support managing an invention at any of its stages. It increases the
efficiency in any enterprise's innovation/patent business much more than ever before.
The FSTP-Test is induced by the Supreme Court's groundbreaking interpretation ofSubstantive
Patent Law ("SPL") - by its KSRlBilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice decisions - in favor of
Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions ("ETCIs"), here called its "ETCI Initiative".
The IES is an Artificial IntelligenceTechnology (''AIT'') system, by its FSTP-Test using cuttingedge Eacts/.s.creening/Transforming/~resenting-Technology for Internet/PC/Laptop/...
The IES supports reasoning about an ETCI's SPL test by in REAL-TIME presenting in its
• calibration mode: ALL its legal & technical documents, their SPL facts, and interrelations
- as prompted by the IES to be input by its inventoriposclR&D-managerilawyeri... , thus
assessing this input's eventual total completeness, as needed for passing ETCI's SPL test;
II dialog mode: ALL such SPL information, made-up for future court room like discussions
- i.e. as configurable presentations of correct legal argument chains ("LACs") in reply to any
SPL test query, identified by the most recently dropped key words.
The IES thus (semi-)automatically meets any court's needs as to SPL testing of ETCIs.
For a PTO and any court, the use ofIES/FSTP-Technology would raise the quality bar for an
ETCI's patent (application) and enormously improve the efficiency and quality of handling it.
For a patentee, the correct use ofIES/FSTP-Technology warrants for its patent (application)
the total robustness in examination by the PTO and/or a court. Hitherto both was impossible.
This brochure explains the amazing power of IES/
FSTP-Technology and the reasons for its uniqueness though much of the Supreme Court's ETCI Initiative it
embodies was outlined already by Kant'", as also shown.
It hence outlines in-depth understanding of the being of
innovations/inventions.
Nothing similar to IES/FSTP-Technology exists elsewhere. It is absolutely cutting edge AIT.

Prof Dr.-Ing. Sigram Schindler"
" For my CV see the end of this brochure
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FIG. 1: Some Areas of
M atter of ETCIs
.. Subiect
or

New Patent/Innovation Technology of Extreme Power

The IES and FSTP-Test take the fundament of any patent/innovation business, its SPL based
part, from its currently still "manufacture" level of development to the "post-industrial" stage.
This implies a much higher efficiency, quality, and trustworthiness of/in patent/innovation
processes and products - indispensable for any innovation driven enterprise for protecting
by SPL its substantial HR and financial investments - than this retarded development level
enables. In particular: Dependable SPL protection of ETCIs hitherto was impossible.
The US Supreme Court fixed this problem by its ETCI Initiative - embodying much of
Kant's thinking - its recent Teoa decision confirming it. In favor of ETCIs, it requires refining
the claim interpretation&construction for classical technologies by "inventive concepts"
for solving the ETCIs' patent-eligibility problem. This refinement enables making ETCIs
absolutely robust as to testing them for their meeting ALL the requirements stated by 35
USC §§ 101/102/103/112 in the US (in the EU by EPC and the peer §§ 52-57, 69). As
SPL everywhere is vastly the same, this refinement would protect US ETCIs by SPL even
worldwide - in any ET area.
This ETCI Initiative of the Supreme Court proved extremely amenable to scientification, as it
showed: An ETCI's SPL test is of"Finite First Order Logic, FFOI.:', i.e. has an excellent AIT
fundament - thus inducing IES/FSTP-Technology based on mathematized SPL.
This SPL scientification is going to be the fundament of any Patent/Innovation Technology.
No alternative exists. It enables, by the FSTP-Test, drafting a patent for any ETCI such that it
is absolutely robust over SPL and has a whole series of other advantages.
Two examples show how to leverage on the legal and logical fact that an ETCI satisfies SPL if
and only if it passes the FSTP-Test:
• When calibrating the IES by this ETCI's FSTP-Test, the FSTP-Test fully automatically
prompts the IES user through checking, WHETHER & HOW it meets ALL technical and
legal requirements stated by 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112.
The so calibrated IES may fully automatically anytime output ANY such EXACT information
- in response to keywords it detects, controlled by the user - dynamically configured as strings
of graphical symbols, or LACs in natural language (in configured modi), or ...
Final decisions - about whether a given ETCI actually does pass the FSTP-Test - are evidently
to be made by courts, by checking this ETCI's correct FSTP-Test, e.g. the correctness of the
information about the ETCI input by the IES user during its calibration.
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IES/FSTP-Technology is Designed for Use in Courts The Highest Courts' patent precedents on ETCls provided valuable hints at how to overcome
claim interpretations' key problem: Determining exactly its "inventive concept(s)"6.a):
• The German BGH's Spannschrauben decision, 1996, stated that an invention's dependable
claim interpretation is possible only if the technical teaching of the invention is known a
priori - by Linguistics and Analytic Philosophy being unquestionable anyway.
• The US Supreme Court's KSR decision, 2007, clarifies as to the person of ordinary skill that
it is also of ordinary creativity.
The BGH's Geyenstandstrdyer decision, 2008, qualifies an ETCI as nonobvious if at least 2
independent thoughts are needed for creating it, thus quantifying its "creativity"6.b).
• The US Supreme Court's Bilski/Biosig decisions, 2010/2014, clarify ETCls' patent-eligibility
and definiteness, and its Mayo/Alice decisions, 2012/2014, explicitly require using - in an
ETCI's claim interpretation - the notion of"inventive concept" (all often disliked in the US).

--- A Spin-off of Highest Courts' Decisions on ETCls

The Supreme Court had to insist in this refinement of the classical claim interpretation for
enabling SPL to unfold ETCIs' much economic and humanitarian beneficial potential. The
classical claim interpretation&construction namely proved to be totally incapable ofestablishing
at least predictable/consistent SPL precedents, and led the USPTO, District Courts, and the
CAFC into total confusion - as clearly predicted by AIT [44,71,78]. If this confusion about
ETCIs were not stopped by the Supreme Court, it evidently would hamper long-term/highrisk prone investments into ET R&D, absolutely indispensable for the US society's wealth.
ETCIs indeed comprise intricacies hitherto not noticed by the patent-community: ETCIs
always are partly intangible/invisible/fictional - i.e. based on purely intellectual models 1 ) 6)
- thus causing many booby-traps. An example is: ETCIs are often not anticipated by any
indication - but once known, they are nevertheless deemed obvious. Such ETCI intricacies
desperately require a refined claim interpretation excluding such pitfalls.
The Supreme Court provided the patent community with guidance to this refinement by what
it called its "Mayo framework". This indeed instantly induced a powerful new AIT technology
greatly facilitating protecting ETCIs by SPL - the here presented FSTP-Technology.

I

FIG. 2 : The TvPical
District COllrt Situation
.7..

IES/FSTP-Technology Learning Tools - For Legal Personal

For persons with SPL knowledge, practically using the IES and FSTP-Test is easy, as the
learning processes basically require learning only 9 new notions". Additionally, for any ETCI
there are only 10 requirements stated by the 4 sections of 35 USC - known since ever - and
mapped onto 10 FSTP-testo, 0=1,2, ... ,10. Only a single prefabricated configurable LAC is
needed for any testo (+ basically redundant variations), and in calibration mode the user is
prompted through all of them. I.e., the use of the IES and FSTP-Test is next to trivial.
Additionally, usable anytime, there is a straightforward q/a index system - available also on
www.£"tp-expert-system.com as a coarse glossary system - permanently invokable when using
the IES. It replies to any query for a technical or legal keyword, used by the IES or FSTP-Test,
by returning indices into documents dealing with the issue queried - be it an FSTP document,
or an FSTP-testo, or a (quotation from a FSTP-Project specific mark-up version of) some
authority's document.
As the FSTP-Test is tightly related to the scientification of SPL, and Court decisions just as
USPTO guidelines often are not that highly developed, yet, the FSTP-Test is for practical
reasons configurable to identify such terminological and notional differences and tolerate them
- then objectively being less accurate.
This multimedia user interface ("MMUI") shall become available next year. It is in calibration
and response mode of the IES basically the same and talks the user through whatever IES
provided guidance selected by it - by means of a default dialog, as it is known from e.g. GPS
navigation systems or an IVR system, i.e. capable of prompting the user for making multiplechoices.
These kinds ofguidance are already designed to enable referring, in any point in time and based
on keywords then spotted by the IES - in calibration just as in response mode - to the FSTPtestos then potentially being meaningful, to the multiple human perceptible presentations of
their LACs selected by the user, to the technical parameters of such presentations selected
(swiftly, haltingly, ... , if also in natural language: emotionally/academically/ordinarily/... ), to
the technical and/or legal logical level of detail of these presentations, as pre configured or
dynamically controlled, .... [43,46,47]2>.
This MMUI is designed such as to enabling the IES to play, in an ETCI examination or court
situation, the role of the patent lawyer. I.e., in an appropriately calibrated IES under Turing test
its arbiter should be unable to figure out, whether on the IES side it or the patent lawyer - see
FIG. 2 - is arguing in answering arbitrary questions asked by the Judge or Examiner.
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Efficiency Increase by IES/FSTP-Test: For Examiners -

Wealth creating engines are nations' enterprises dealing with expert knowledge driven
innovations. Patents are these enterprises' key resources - they hence are crucial assets.
For any PTO this truth implies not only a growing number and complexity of incoming
inventions claiming patents, but also its society's strong and urgent need of the PTO being
being open, technically fit, and speedy - for thus facilitating unfolding the nation's economic
potentials embodied by SPL protected innovations. As to this well-known dilemma today
faced by any PTO, its use of1ES/FSTP-Technology enables it to overcome this debacle:
• Without creating any cost, the PTO may motivate an applicant - e.g. by granting it a speedy
procedure - to submit, together with its application form, a basically uniform PTR-DS (= "Pair
of Teaching and prior art Reference set Data Structure") comprising the marked-up patent
application, its claimed invention's refined claim interpretation & construction (potentially
one per claim), as well as all the other marked-up documents needed for examining this
patent application - potentially identified to the applicant by the Examiner. The applicant is
supposed to have generated this PTR-DS by means of an 1ES (being its own, or the PTO's,
or another IES service provider's one).
The Examiner then only needs to verify, by means of the PTO's 1ES, whether the applicant
has generated this PTR-DS correctly, i.e. as allegedly implied by its documents' mark-upsthe Examiner again being automatically guided through ALL SPL-checks the FSTP-Test
provides or helshe or the PTO has selected from them.
Thus, 1ES/FSTP-Technology enables the PTO to reverse the burden of proving the
nonexistence of legal or technical reasons comprised by the PTR-DS, which rendered its
claimed inventionts) non-patent-eligiblel-able.This reversal of the burden of proof would at
least triple or quadruple an Examiner's throughput of patent examinations - and massively
improve the quality of its examinations, as explained next.
• As to business/healthcare/pharmalgreen/biotech/nanotech/genetechllifecyclel ... inventions
- i.e. as to any ETC1 - this reversal of the burden of proof of PTOs is without alternative.
Due to the accelerating increase of sophisticated expert or even scientific knowledge, on
which these inventions leverage when creating patent-eligible and patentable inventions, it
is absolutely unthinkable that the PTOs' human resources would be able to quantitatively or
qualitatively keep up with it, if they remain tied into today's misallocation of their examiners'
capacity.
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- and for Inventors, R&D Managers, Lawyers, ... , Judges

I)

Note that using an IES this way by a PTa, would automatically/permanently achieve
qualifying effects with its Examiners and even a uniform level in their examination decisions
determined by the PTa's management. The IES usually would automatically prompt an
Examiner through all the peculiarities (selected by him or his management) of an ETCI's
SPL test, and wherever he encounters an uncertainty as to evaluating the answer provided
by the user to the resp. IES question (when generating the PTR-DS), the Examiner could
instantly get from the IES learning platform (see above) the precise guidance how to derive
this answer from the documents comprised by the PTR-DS and the IES, i.e. vastly exceeding
the information provided by the user.
It even is likely that the rate of non-rejectable patent applications would get very high, as
applicants also would use IES/FSTP-Technology-which evidently would be twofold utmost
desirable, as nonsense applications are eliminated and other applications are legally absolutely
robust - thus meeting their inventors'/investors' needs.
Finally, this use of the IES by the PTa also provides transparency as to its decisions - if
needed by the applicant, or by a later check, or by another Examiner: The IES and its FSTPTest work for a court exactly the same way as for an Examiner or an applicant, including
showing to them all information added to the PTR-DS, by one of them.

This change of mode of operation of a PTa were nothing else but making it behave the same
way as a building supervisory authority: The latter would not even dream of determining on its
own, whether an application for approval ofconstruing a building is solid - but it would a priori
expect this proofto be provided by the building's owner. I.e.: The building supervisory authority
then would just check and confirm or not this proof submitted, and accordingly grant the right
to erect/use this building or refuse it.
A PTa using an IES the way just described would also tremendously improve the coordination
of all concerns to be considered in an examination by its customers. Such as: An inventor's
further enhancement of its claimed invention currently checked by the Examiner, or a research
group's reallocation of its related research efforts, or a patent law firm's reconsideration of other
pending cases in the light of this one, or a court's recognizing legal subtleties of the PTa's
position in the pending case as being of interest in other alike cases. This additional support
the PTa provides to its customers may be greatly facilitated by the IES - by its conveying to
them such "structural"/"strategic" information. Such cooperation of the PTa would require
absolutely no additional effort by it, and would greatly facilitate creating trust into it.
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6 Knowledge Representations of an FSTP-Test by the IES

Below the initial controlR screen shot - showing all compound items with which the IES user
may communicate and their 6 Knowledge Representations ("KRs") of this eKnowledge ("eK")
about the ETCI and the FSTP-Test - 3 screen shots graphically model any relevant documented
SPL FSTP-Test eK.The middle screen shot models two "docR-stacks" ofdocuments, the right/
left stack model all creativity/legal documents - by the "crR-stack" and elleR-stack"~in the right
and left screen shot showing the internal logical structure of any peer document in the two
middle docR-stacks Gust as in any stack between these documents' peer items). To the right of
the initial controlR screen shot the FSTP-TestR is indicated.
The large "brainR" screen shot's lower part shows all relations between all eK items input to the
IES and brought into the brainR by calibrating the IES - not only eK items from analyzing the
ETCI at issue by the FSTP-Test, but also eK items dynamically controlling IES output as such
as well as this IES'es dynamic output control as such, as needed for enabling instantly reacting
on unexpected events, e.g. guidance by the user ([97]2».
The "brainR" screen shot's upper part indicates the 10 base units provided by the FSTP-Test of
the User Interface Entities ("UIEs") controlling the IES output in response mode (as customized
by the user as part of its IES calibration). Any output is automatically generated as LAC and is
graphically presented on the bottom lines of the resp. response controlR screen. The control of
acoustic or other graphical output/LAC presentations is outlined in [43,46,47]2>.
The double headed arrows exemplify how the user may browse between eKs, eK relations, and
both. There are no such arrows modeling that the user may browse, also within one eKR, between
its items. The brainR is implemented as a sophisticated "linking structure" not discussed here.
In total: These windows provide direct access to and then crossover from
ALL eK items existing in any FSTP-testo of the ETCI, the IES is (being) calibrated with.
ANY ONE eK item to its peer in any TTi, TTO containing the ETCI at issue - and back.
• ANY ONE eK item to ANY ONE of its relation - and back.
e ANY ONE eK item relation to its peer in any TTi - and back.
e ANY ONE eK item or its relation to ANY ONE spot in ANY ONE testo - and back.
• ANY ONE impact of a change performed in one of the 6 windows on the other ones.
All these services are provided in "dialog real-time".
The first IES prototype - which should be opened to friendly testers later this year - will not
yet have any output control, as the usual software implementation problems have hit also here.
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to a person having ordinary skill in the art
to which the claimed invention pertains.
Patentability shall not be negated by the
manner in which the invention was made.

§101. Inventions patentable
Whoever invents or discovers any new
and useful process, machine, manufacture,
or composition of matter, or any new and
useful improvement thereof, may obtain a
patent therefor, subject to the conditions
and requirements of this title.

§ 112. Specification
(a) In General. - The specification shall
contain a written description of the
invention, and ofthe manner and process
of making and using it, in such full, clear,
concise, and exact terms as to enable
any person skilled in the art to which
it pertains, or with which it is most
nearly connected, to make and use the
same, and shall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor or joint
inventor of carrying out the invention.

§ 102. Conditions for patentability; novelty
(a) Novelty; Prior Art. - A person shall be
entitled to a patent unless(1) the claimed invention was patented,
described in a printed publication, or in
public use, on sale, or otherwise available
to the public before the effective filing
date of the claimed invention; or

(b) Conclusion. - The specification shall
conclude with one or more claims
particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the
inventor or a joint inventor regards as
the invention.

(2) the claimed invention was described in
a patent issued under section 151, or in
an application for patent published or
deemed published under section 122(b),
in which the patent or application, ...

§ 103. Conditions for patentability;
non-obvious subject matter
(f) Element in Claim for a Combination.An element in a claim for a combination
may be expressed as a means or step for
performing a specified function without
the recital of structure, material, or acts
in support thereof, and such claim shall
be construed to cover the corresponding
structure, material, or acts described in
the specification and equivalents thereof

A patent for a claimed invention may not be
obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed
invention is not identically disclosed as
set forth in section 102, if the differences
between the claimed invention and the prior
art are such that the claimed invention as a
whole would have been obvious before the
effective filing date of the claimed invention

FIG. 4: The W07'dil1gS 0/35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112
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Refined Claim Interpretation is Indispensable for ET CIs

Protecting ETCIs by SPL failed if the classical claim interpretation is practiced. The Supreme
Court by its ETCI Initiative multiply showed that,for an ETCI, . ) classical claim interpretation
may fail to identify all of ETCI's creative properties alias "inventive concepts", and .) classical
claim construction may fail to derive from these inventive concepts its satisfying SPL, and
thus implicitly but unquestionably required a "refined claim interpretation & construction" of
ETCIs for solving these two problems. By its ETCI Initiative it also hinted at this refinement.
The classical claim interpretation's fundamental deficiency is that it ignores: ETCIs are always
i) "model-based" with implementations often being ii) "software systems" - making dealing
with ETCIs intellectually slippery (as outlined above&helow). Overcoming this deficiency
requires refining claim interpretation, also for the person ofordinary skill and creativity ("posc").
Feature i) causes such troubles in drafting and/or interpreting claims and their patents'
specifications, as any ETCI has undefined properties, if its description/interpretation ignores
that .) there is a "metaphysical model"1)6) underlying this ETCI, and that :) this model mostly
has only limited areas for precisely determining the meanings of ETCI's inventive concepts.
Any exact science - including Mathematics - is model based in this sensev and has over time
figured out by Analytic Philosophy, how to accordingly limit the use of its models-".
Feature ii) causes such troubles, as a patent on an "in-software-to-implement" ETCI protects
an abstract machine, which may be provided by any of many software-systems technically so
dramatically differing from each other that the question arises, whether the ETCI is more than
an "abstract idea" of an invention - thus "preempting" an advantageous ETCI*, for the posc
nonobvious and by ETCI's specification non-disclosed, by comprising it, so depriving ETCI*'s
inventor of a patent for it. Such an SPL were socially totally unacceptable (FIG.s 8/9 and ftn 6»).

The "refined claim interpretation & construction" enables avoiding for any ETCI these two
problems and hence granting to it dependable SPL protection.The reason is that this refinement
embodies an enormous increase of the notionalv preciseness/conciseness/completeness of
interpreting this ETCI - thus practically excluding its misinterpretation due to i)/ii).
1

2

Natural Language is the model underlying Mathematics (all its species, e.g. Arithmetic, Set Theory, Geometry, Algebra, ...).In Physics there
are its species' es specific models, e.g. Solid Media Physics, Thermodynamics, Elementary Particle Physics, Astrophysics, ... In SPLthese
models are even ETCI specific, often based on subject area standards, e.g. in Communications Technology the 150/051 Reference Model.
The notion of model (of differing meanings) is needed in any area of precise thinking. It there also may have different names, e.g.
in Philosophy a model is often called "paradigm", in Linguistics "interpretation basis", in Mathematics/Physics "coordinate system", ...
On top of their (rnetaphysicat") models, Mathematics determines by "axioms" the properties of its species'es theorems, Physics
calls these axioms "physical laws" determining the properties of its species'es systems, ..., SPLIFSTP-Technology renames them as
"inventive concepts" determining the properties of its species'es ETCls···I. Such axioms'/physicallaws'/...Iinventive concepts' always
are defined in only an extremely limited natural language ("'meta language"), what enables both their semantical preciseness-e. This,
in turn, enables the resp. theorems'/physical systems'/ ...IETCls' precise definitions of their mathematical/physical/...ISPLproperties.
SPLIFSTP-Technology does not comprise only crCs here addressed. ftn"·bl models leCs, too, which enable FSTP-Technology to model the Supreme Court's ETCilnitiative and inventing the specific AIT modelling the latter - as required in FIG. 7.
9 key generic notions making-up FSTP-Technology and their interrelations, for solving these two SPL problems, ought to be kept in
mind: .) ETCls' descriptions by their inCs, i.e. the ETCls' claim interpretation, .) the potentially indispensable refinement of these inCs,
.) the models involved thereby, .) an ETCl's description by a COM of its inCs .) the qualification of inCs as patent-eligible or not (and
with them potentially their whole ETCI) .) the scientification of SPLfor so described ETCls, .) the thus enabled scientification of the
FSTP-Test for such ETCls,.) the absolute robustness over SPLof such an ETCI that passed the FSTP-Test, and .) the LACs. They and/or the
principles they are based on, are very briefly outlined until page 21.
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Inventive Concepts Enable Scientification of SPL

The scientification of SPL is a h istorical achievement.The groundbreaking advantages it enables
are overwhelming, first of all drafting patents for ETCIs such that these arc "SPL unassailable"
- if described by their exact inventive concepts ("inCs"l»), next elaborated on (skipping its
bro ad philosophical context as totally irrelevant here [236]).
Key Aspects ofp ost-Mayo Inventive Concepts ("inCs'J
Any inC is a pair "<a legal concept 'leC ', a creative concept I crC '>"6.a).
• Any leC is ETCI independent and defined, on top of the for all ET CIs common "SPLmodel"l)6), by this leC 's specific set of all over the SP L-model legally correct LACs
representing leC's meaning, i.e. leC 's "tr uth set, leTS" - of which any element represents a
nonredundant LAC. As SPL is of FFO L , the set of such ETCI independent and hence for
crCs parameterized (ETCI independent = abstract) LACs is finite.
• Any erC is ETCI dep endent and defined, on top of this "ETC I -model'T, by the mirror
predicate of this crC's specific finite "truth set, crT S", this model comprising crT S.
By its truth sets any inC=<leTS,erTS> is mathematically defined, today always replaced by its
verbal interpretation. A s any ETCI hitherto encountered is ofFFOL, too, its set ofinC based
LACs - i.e. by crCs parameterized (ETCI specific = concrete) LACs - is also finite.
Any inC of ETCI exists - as property crC alias predicate of its resp. unique ETCI- element
- on the ETCI's "binary abstract disclosed, BAD" level of coarse notional resolution and on
its "binary elementary disclosed, BED" level, notionally refining any BAD-inC to be a part of
ETCI's "combination" ofBAD-inC's BED-inCs: TS(BAD-inC)=nthcscBED-inCsTS(BED-inCs ).
A n ETCI's meaning thus is (m athematically) correctly describedv'? by (m athematical) inC s,
assuming all its inCs' pairs <le'TS, crT S> - by the user/pose to be input to the ETCI's FSTPTest, as it prompted for it - are defined by it correctly.
An informal meaning of an invention's "inventive conceptts)" - not this term - was in the
US used pre-Mayo [234]. Yet, a simpler, hence more convenient but logically/linguistically
deficient meaning of the term "claim interpretation" prevailed, reducing it to "claim wording
based claim interpretation". By the late 20 1h century the even simpler but logically/li nguistically
totally absurd (as indefinable) notion of "Broadest Rea sonable Interpretation, BRI" of a claim
became popular and broadly practiced (as important US institutions still do today).
In par ticular the Supreme Court's Biosig decision stopped that notional BRI nonsen se [79],
just as its M ayo/Alice decisions by explicitly requir ing to base an ETCI's claim interpretation
on its "inventive conceptfs)", It thus enforced the logically and linguistically correct claim
interpretation - sometimes practically more tedious th an the BRI, as pre serving an ETCI's
consistency to its specification, i.e. preserving the inventor's meaning of this ETCI.
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An ETCI is a "Combination"ofits Inventive Concepts ("COM" alias "C'J3)
In total, the Supreme Court clearly and explicitly criticized by its ETCI Initiative the
CAFC's tendency to suggest oversimplifications: By Biosig the CAFC's 'claim interpretation
oversimplification' by its BRI, after having by Bilski already criticized its 'patent-noneligibility
oversimplification' by its MoT test, after having by KSR already criticized its 'obviousness
oversimplification' by its TSM test. Note that their 3 ETCIs just as those of Mayo/Myriad/Alice
are model based, Bilski/Alice being additionally computer implementation based. The Supreme
Court rejected all these oversimplifications by the following all decisive reason:
Had the courts started for anyone ofthese 6 ETCIs testing it by its refined claim interpretation,
i.e. avoiding the above oversimplifications - and had instead up-front determined its COM3)
of inCs, as needed by FSTP-testl alias Biosig-test and the Mayo/Alice decisions - the courts
would immediately have encountered the fundamental question: Does this COM at all correctly
describe this TTO's inventivity as disclosed for the posc by its specification? Answering this
question up-front (prior to checking this COM's other 9 SPL aspects) would have avoided
all the succeeding unfortunate dissents in and between them, due to their non-awareness of
COM's subtletiesv'v of decisive impacts on the outcome of its SPL test.
Determining up-front by claim interpretation how to "understand"TTO (in the sense of Kant'",
i.e. together with the COM3) describing it) is often error-prone, in spite ofrefining COM's inCs
involves already much redundancies embodied by TTO's specification. Hence, there is nothing
wrong with attempting to construe for a tentative COM the complete claim construction which means exploiting such redundancy considerably further going - and if this is impossible
to reiterate on COM. Due to the problems finiteness, this is a finite process.
SPL box (e.g. 35 U.S.C)
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FIG. 5: The 10 LogicallyALegally Necessm'yASuf{iciellt Tests a/an ETeI/or Satisfying SPL4)
3

4

For an ETCI a "COM(TTO)" or just "C" of its inCs (as of FIG. 6, l. l)(b)(c)) is necessary and sufficient for making-up a TTo of this ETCI [142].
Here is assumed, for simpLicity but w.l.o.g., ETCI has onLy a singLe C, i.e. a singLe TIO [42].
The SPL box shows the 4 Sections of 35 USC SPL stating the 10 sociaL requirements to be met by a C for satisfying SPL.The FSTP-Test
box shows these 10 sociaL SPL requirements transLated into the 10 FSTP-test.o, rsosao, BoLd arrows show what is tested of TTo by its
classicaL claim construction, dashed arrows what must be and is additionaLLy tested in its refined claim construction, i.e. in its SPLtest.
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The below FSTP-Test provides a feeling of its working on an ETCI - what its legend briefly
elaborates on. It not only mathematically models using the 6 Supreme Court decisions as
tests, but also refines them. This is indispensable for making them 1.) meaningful, e.g. by
disaggregating its BAD-inCs into independent BED-inCs, and 2.) notionally exact and
mathematically precise. Both these issues address subtleties embodied by SPL and ETCIs
hitherto not yet detected by the patent community, but necessarily to be clarified by further 3.)
SPL precedents resp. 4.) user/pose input [208] - skipped here.
The user/pose does not need to understand, if not interested, why to input these - for avoiding
troubles indispensible - subtleties: The IES/FSTP-Technology prompts it through ALL
questions it must answer correctly, often based on only multiple choices.

The FSTP-Test during execution, after being started byitsuser, stepwise prompts it forinputting the given information, being
• vnO-elements XOn, 1~n~N 1\ VBAD-inCOn, 1~n~N 1\ VBED-inCOkn, 1~kn~Kn, 1~n~NJ K ::= L:1SnsNKn;
• if IRSI>O: Vni-elements X'On, 1~n~N 1\ VBAD-inC'in, 1~n~N 1\ VBED-inC'ikn, 1~kn~Kn, 1~n~N V1~i~l ;
• V justifications (provided by the resp. ET pose, where necessary by a resp. ET expert) ;
1) (a) COMBAD(nO) =:: CBAD
::= {(XOn,BAD-crCOn) I \f1SnSN}, and
COM(nO) =:: C
::= {BED-crCOknI1~n~N : BAD-crCOn=A1sknsKnBED-crCOkn} ;
(b) justofv'1snsN:
CBADn is definite and CBAD exactly describes the TTO;
(c) justofv'lCBADUC:
BAD-crCOn AlSknSKnBED-crCOkn;
(d) justofv'lCBADUC:
Biosig·test passed, i.e. BED-crCOkn is definite;
2)
justofv'CCBADUC:
BED-crCOkn 1\ BAD-crCOn are lawfully disclosed;
3)
justofv'CCBADUC:
KSR·test passed
C is well-defined over posc;
4)
juslofv'ccBADuc:
Mavo-test passed
V patent-noneligible BED-crCOkn are identified;
justofv'CCBADUC:
C·enabling·test passed
C's implementability is lawfully disclosed;
5)
6)
justofv'fCBADUC:
Independence·test passed
C is independent;
7)
justofv'(CBADUC:
Bilski·test passed
no is non-preemptive;
8)
justofv'(CBADUC:
Alice·test passed
no is patent-eligible;
9)
justofv'(CBADUC:
RS·Definiteness·test passed
RS is well-defined over pose 1\no;
10) justofv'fCBADUC:
Graham·test passed
no is patentable.

=

FIG. 6: The FSTP-Test - Checking a TT03J for its MeetingALL SPL Requirements ofFIG. 5
The FSTP-Test comprises 10 FSTP-testo, in total checking of an ETCI/IT031, whether it satisfies SPL. This is the case iff the ETCI meets all
10 social requirements legally encoded by SPL, i.e. by 35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112. This insight is derived by leveraging on some results
from other areas", The FSTP-Test hence is not an algorithm/program but a conjunction of the 10 FSTP-testo, the truth of which on a COM is
necessary f\ sufficient for its satisfying SPL- rendering the sequence of executing the testos meaningless. I.o.w.: It is the legally canonical
procedure for acquiring all5PL relevant information about a COM (based on user/pose input). Thus, if this information is stored in a data
structure PTR-DS, any meaningful question about ITO's satisfying SPLcan instantly be answered by it (see e.g. [7,198]).
It prompts the user to input, for this HCI from docO, its ETCI-elements Xon, and their compound inventive concepts BAD-XOn, and
as many elementary inventive concepts BED-crCOnk as it is able to identify in HCl's specification, lsnsN, lsl<sK", such that eventually a
COWl of ETCI is defined - whereby the user also identifies all BED-crCOlm being subject to a patent-eligibility exemption. Two hints as to
3.)/4.) above may be helpful: • The J<SR-test here is only indicative and adjustable as needed by J<SR - impacting on testlO - and. the
RS-Definiteness-test must for any doc.i, i>O, in principle take peer steps as for doco in testl- which practically may be relaxed.
5

achieved in: Mathematics [239] and Analytic Philosophy [238] since the second half of the 19 th century, Physics in the first half of the
20 th century, AIT and especially its System Design Technique (with its disaggregation of complexity by 'separation of concerns' and
'layering of requirements') [122,123] in its second half, ITin the last 30 years, and technologies these achievements enabled in Communications/Agriculture/Transport/Production/Medicine/Economy/Educationl ... due to annually several 100 billion US$ R&D investments into all of them, encouraged by the 4 §§ of SPL.
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Mathematizing SPL and Making ETCls Ahsolutely Rohust over SPL
Hitherto no other legal area could be mathematized - SPL is the only one. To this end the
Supreme Court's 6 decisions of its ETCI Initiative are necessary and sufficient.
FIG. 7 shows how this SPL scientification is performed by a mathematical axiomatizations'
of 35 USC SPL (in its interpretation by the Supreme Court's ETCI Initiative), assuming
ETCIs are precisely and completely defined by their COMs - as Mayo/Alice explicitly and
Biosig implicitly require.

It provides 17 mathematical definitions of their left side SPL notions, thus mathematizing
SPL, i.e. all these 17 definitions' conditions & right sides are purely mathematical expressions.
AD denotes an axiomatic and LD a legal definition6.b) .

AD.1:
AD.2:

Ano's "generative compound set, C"represents:
Ano's "scope (TID)" isdefined tobe:

LD.1:
LD.2:
LD.3:
LD.4:

Ano iscalled "definite"
Ano' iscalled tobe"equal, '='"tono
A no' iscalled to"belong to scope(nO)", i.e.
AnO'(tscope(nO) iscalled "Violating" no

AD.3:
AD.4:

A no has an"improvement prone SipES" means:
Ano has the "transformation prone SiPES" means:

LD.S:
LD.6:

Ano comprises an "abstract idea"
Ano comprises a "natural phenomenon"

LD.7:
LD.S:
LD.9:

no's FSTP-Test passes onSI,C II 3ip-sk(S::= {vcrCs ofESI'C}.
CR::= {VsRv(SD} ::= {V<SRV1dS(S1), ..,SRVKdS(SK»}.
CR
iff
= no.
C'R
iff
= CR.
C'R
!;;; CR.
iff
c'RncR
iff
i ¢l.
VSkE§IP:

TS(Sip)
TS(Sk)

c
=

+TS(Slp).
lpTS(Sk).

iff
Iff

30TSSO (Sk) :
3nTSsO (Sk) :

TS(Sk)
TS(Sk)

c

oTSSO(Sk).
nTSSO(sk).

Ano iscalled "nonpreemptive"
A AlTO is called "(unlimited) preemptive"
A AlTO iscalled "(application) tied preemptive"

iff
Iff
iff

;1lip-sk.
3ip-sk II
3ip-sk II

(;1lAslp V (A§WS=¢l))
(3Astp II (A§IP\ASi¢l))

V

LD.10:
LD.11:
LD.12:

A AlTO is called "patent-ellqible '·noneligible"
A AlTO has an "inventive (Alice) concept inAC" means:
A AlTO is called "SUbstantially more than" llllTO

Iff

AlTO = (non v tied) preemptive
nVSk'Aetp (ASk): IA~tpl
3inAC .. -

iff

IA~tpl

/
<!:
<!:

LD.13:

A AlTO (being patent-eligible) iscalled "patentable"

Iff

RS=IllQpmgp(AlTO)

<!:

C

II

Qpmgp(AlTO)=O.
Qpmgp(AlTO)<!:1.
AlTO = preemptive.

1.
1.
1.

FIG. 7: Mathematiz ing the Semantics/Pragmatics q,fpre- a1zd./J:ost-Mayo SPL

ETs' semiotics additional SPL requirements, to be met by ETCIs for dependably being
protectable by SPL, are vastly the same in any National Patent System ("NPS"). Nevertheless,
in vastly the same way, ETCIs may also be attacked in any NPS by leveraging on these ETs'
peculiarities, as the jurisdictions of these NPSes are not familiar with both - with ETCIs'
peculiarities and the SPL semiotics needed for enabling consistently deciding about them.
Historically, knowledge areas' exact scientification often led to international harmonization.
Here at stake are the national SPL flavors of ETCIs' needs for SPL protection. Such SPL
thinking is still in its infancy at many national Highest Courts. The above SPL scientification
- induced by 35 USC §§ 101/112/102/103 and its US Supreme Court interpretation (quite
similar to its EPC peers) - definitively has the potential to internationally greatly facilitate this
harmonization, as thus contributing to the wealth of the supporting nations.
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Innovations by Epiphanyvs

Ikhnaton
1384 BC-1334 BC

:.1:!

Hippocrates ofKos
460 BC-370 BC

Platon
428 BC-348 BC

Aristotle
384 BC-322 BC

Euclid of Alexandria
ca.300BC

Archimedes of Syracuse
287 BC-212 BC

»

~, .

;'1

"

Nikolaus Kopernikus
1473-1532

Michelangelo Buonarroti
1475-1564

Immanuel Kant
1724-1804

David Hilbert
1862-1943

..

Johannes Kepler
1571-1630

Abraham Lincoln
1809-1865

Ernst Zermelo
1871-1953

Blaise Pascal
1623-1662

Bernhard Riemann
1826-1866

Bertrand Russel
1872-1970

Max Planck
1821-1914

Albert Einstein
1879-1955

Gottfried Leibniz
1646-1716

Gonlob Frege
1848-1925

Guiseppe Peano
1858-1932

Alfred Tarski
1901-1983

FIG. 8: Godfathers ofI1l11Ovatio11S - Since Kant the Innovations ' Rationales are Refined bv Etbics'"
....-

J

OJ

...

Innovations by primarily Epiphany resp. EnLightenment/EpistemoLogy/interdisciplinarity/AIT differ by genesis. This distinction is often being bLurring, as any
innovation of the Latter kind evidentLy is based on aLso Epiphany. Kant's "Copernican revolut ion" clarifies this distinction of the genesis of new cognitions, i.e.
innovations, by presenting the existence of a "t ranscendent" moral phenomenon in th is genesisv.In his" Critique ofPureReason "he non -empirically criticizesinspired by the empiric Hume - the Latter's then dominating soLeLy pure logics and (ethics ignoring) empirics based "ratio nalist philosophy" of seeing the worLd
'materiaListically'. Kant countered by his "scientific Metaphysics" enriched rationaLity/reasoning, i.e. his famous "categorical imperative" controlled theory of
pe rception. By it, earlier/later innovati ons are primarily "analytic "/"synthetic': whereby "synthetic" imperative Ly comprises new and use fuLby ethics motivated and caused features, not necessarily onLyethics ones - addressed by § 101's wording - "analy tic" potentiaLLycomprising pre-existing archaic ethics features. This refinement of basically materiaListic rationality by motivation caused by certain ethics, underLies aLsothe Supreme Court's" understanding" of ETCls.
Its Alice decision shows this by using fundamentaL notions of Kant's thought: A certain "category" of an ETCl 's "inventive concepr'w' (by Mayo aLready)
is req uire d to "transform" it into "significantly more" (together representing the 'categoricaL imperative' that ETCl 's patent-eligibility got to be 'e thicalLy'
founded). I.e.: Kant's synthetic/analytic distinction spearheaded SPL's patent-eligibility/-noneLigibility distinction.
Kant's by ethics rationality - it s all overarching importance echoed aLsoin the US post Era of Enlightenment, especially by lincoln, then the first head of a
government stressing the ethics of the US patent system - is what a modern society needs and must practice instead of blurring as oversimpLified 'mat e rialistic'
reasoning. This is what the Supreme Court conveyed via its ETC I Initiative to the patent community.
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by Enlightenment/Epistemology/lnterdisciplinarity/AIT

Innovations of the former kind: Ikhnaton is godfather of today's belief of many in the then
innovation ofonly one single and almighty god. The same holds for Plato and the then innovation
of atomicity of matter, for Socrates and the then innovation of statements' correctness proving,
for Euclid and the then innovation of independency of thoughts/axioms.
Innovations of the latter kind: Kant is the godfather of the then innovation of constructiveness
of rationality and of mathematizing sciences/technologies/knowledge. 6 ,.v, thus impacting on
Riemann!.. ./Turing/... in Mathematics/Analytic Philosophy/Physics/AIT. Such innovations/
inventions are induced by Epistemology and interdisciplinarily, i.e. by how Mathematics, ... ,
Biology, Medicine, Business, ... , Technologies evolved and complemented each other - today
often enabled by powerful AIT - for increasing the society's well-being. Especially ETCls'
inventive concepts, tightly related to socio/economic issues, may make them socio/economically
highly advantageous. But they potentially also have new socio/economically untenable side
effects, to be removed before they damage SPL.
The Supreme Court by Bilski/Mayo/Alice hence interprets § 101 as determining patenteligibility per ETCI a priori by the impact of such inacceptable side effects on it. This impact,
potentially making the ETCI patent-noneligible, is now defined precisely by LD 11/12 in
FIG. 7, and if it is appropriately limited it is harmless -leaving the ETCI eligible [208].
The IES/FSTP-Technology is based on second kind ETCIs6.c>. It derives its "innovation business" power from enforcing, by innovative AIT, this Supreme Court's precedents in favor of
creating/securing/communicating ETCIs from whatever subject areas. I.e.: This technology
facilitates creating ETCIs and accelerating bringing them into use by enforcing their facts/
screening/transforming/presenting meeting the Supreme Court requirements for dependably
protecting them by SPL - indispensable for unfolding their beneficial potentials.

6

Kant's "understanding" of the working and bounds of thinking is fundamentaL for today's understanding of the world, i.e. of its being as practically e)(perienced by mankind. He presented it by the Theory of Perception he basically deveLoped in his "Critique" (see legends to FIG.s 8/9) and "Groundwork"
[230-233].
Summarizing it here - by the end of this LittLe brochure about IES/FSTP-TechnoLogy - provides a fundament for explaining the by it implied reLation
between SPL and today's ETCls, especiaLLythe rationaLe it determines of the Supreme Court's ETCilnitiative, refining the semantics/pragmatics of SPL.
For this explanation to be comprehensibLe to aLL three communities invoLved - of Kantians, SPLjudicators, and Ails - this fundament. must partially
consoLidate their WeLtanschauungen on the basis of the target community's one, the SPLjudicators, by acquainting them with basic AIT, thereby. Limiting
Kant's such perception to onLythe reLation of ETCls to SPL,by this reduction of scope vastly simplifying its here presentation. The Kantian community had
never before to suffer a so massively reduced thinldng of Kant, But the other two communities thus may grasp for the first time its fundamentaL issues
identification and clarification genius, guiding until today soLvingintricate intellectual questions, here e.g. the SPLscientification and the (by Kant implied)
patent-eLigibility probLems - enabled to unfoLd its enormous potential only today'l, in the past hence vastly underestimated and misunderstood.
.a Kant - using exactly this notion of "concept, "not the Leading 'inventive' as he did not focus on inventions, as SPLdoes - emphasized the Latter's amenability to being mathematized, though not yet that sophisticated as done here')··,I.
.b Kant identifies this distinction by using the notions of "analytic" and "synthetic': explaining this semiotic') distinction in "understanding" a(n
inventive"')) "concept" by its "category" - exactly as the Supreme Court in Alice. The interreLations of Kant's thinking to § 101 is elaborated on below71for those interested in background knowledge about Kant's "understanding" of the two complementary fundamentaL aspects of practically anything, e.g.
of the meaning of a notion or a sentence - thus facilitating understanding the notionaL difference between" claim interpretation"and "claim construction"
as complementary features of the "understanding" of an ETCI [219,230-233].
.c As toLd in the Legend to FIG. 8, IES/FSTP-Technology is based on Kant's notion of "rationality'; decisively restricting the Aristoteles/Locke/Hume
meaning of this term - to comprise certain ethics - and refined by its analytic/synthetic aspects. This Leaves additionaL ftexibtlity in parsing the inteLLectual fundament of the Mayo/Alice SPLframework into potentially non-unique ADs,- 4 in FIG. 7 - i.e. a compLete set of exact building blocks for it, the
ADs being precisely defined on top of the metaphysical SPL-model representing its 10 sociaL concerns indicated by FIG. 5, i.e. on top of the by Mayo/
Alice semioticaLLy expanded SPL pragmatics needed by ETCls. I.o.w.: The Mayo/Alice frameworl< (= the semiotically expanded SPL pragmatics in favor
of ETCls) is precisely defined by the 13 LDs of FIG. 7, in turn preciseLy made-up from these 4 ADs (= 4 post-Mayo semiotics' LeCs, not ETCt's crCs, being
"ETCI axtoms'?'), I.e.: The post-Mayo/Alice SPL pragmatic's as a whoLe is unique - as ex- and implicitLy uniqueLy defined by I<SR/Bilski/Mayo/Biosig/Alice.
I.e.: This Mayo/Alice framework's above mathematizing is unique only moduLo potential isomorphisms - immateriaL here.
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Kant & the Supreme Court's ETCI Initiative -

FIG. 9: The Flat World ofPure Reasoning Giv ing Birth to Ethics E nriched Perception
ChagaU's GAD models this metaphysics process: GAD doesn't strive to the sun, as Icarus did, but to overcoming the flat world's shortcomings by using its birds' dimension, as Daeda lus - as Kantdid by using in percep tion its moral dimension.and the Supre me Court by launching its ETCllnitiative. Tothis end the GADis forearmed against this new dimension's thre ats - just as Kantand the Supreme Court
Asto innovationsli nventions, all modern thinking about a Theory of Percep tion is based on this I<ant ian thinking (plus meantime created knowledge''), No reaLLy other than Kant's theory of ethically empo wered perception has emerged.
But is it needed . at all? Why has the thinking about those of classical technologies got along without it? Indeed, human intu ition
enabLed dependabLy evaLuating them under SPL the simpler, less inte Llectual materialistic way. Yet evaluating also ETCls under SPL by
intuition proved inconsistent, as far too sophisticated for it - but not for Kant's intellectual refinement of perception by ethics [231-33].
Kant's categorical imperative enriched rationally multiply embossed the Supreme Court's ETC/Initiative: Notonly that it a priori morally excludes e.g. plainly scientific findings from patentability and also abstract ideas as preemptivity-prone and hence socially inacceptabLe - both measures being of ethics quaLity. It aLso requires that inventive concepts ("inCs") be used for descr ibing an ETCI under SPl tes t,
i.e. notional pairs <leC,crC>')-), whereby the pre-Kant crCs - ignoring ethics - are subject to the post-KantleCs categorical imperative. I.e.:
It requires, for an ETCl's SPL test, the inseparability of ETCI's pure rationaLity (modeLed by its inCs' crCs) from its ethical controL (modeLed
by its inCs' LeCs). This principLe basically heLd in SPL since ever - yet dealing with ETCls enforces obeying it rigorousLy.
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- Kant & the Patent- Eligibility Problem
The Supreme Court's ETCI Initiative implies a broad range of enormous advantages as to
ETCIs' testing under SPL, and the thinking underlying this Initiative (implying these
advantages) is vastl y 5 ) that of Kant - as shown above 7). Now is finally shown that and how this
Kantian thinking provides clear guidance especially as to significantly refining the Supreme
Court's Alice decision, thus facilitating meeting the urgent and bro ad need for consistently
solving the intricate problems of determining ETCIs' patent-(non)eligibility.
Kantian thinking complements also the currently best guideline to understanding this patenteligibility problem: The USPTO's most recent version ofits "July 2015 Update on Subject Matter
Eligibility" [235]. It is a very instructive compendium of a series ofactual and hypothetical court
cases about this issue. Yet, it does not identify the common notional denominator of patenteligible ETCIs, i.e. the invariant over them derivable from their COMs - clearly implied by
the explicit promise of 35 USC § 101 and its patent-eligi-bility exemption by the Kantian
categorical imperative ethically indispensable [203 ,232].
IES/FSTP-Technology provides much better guidance than ever available before, by enabling/
forcing to focus on those 2 categories of inCs of an ETCI's COM, which the ETCI Initiative
defined by § 101 to be crucial. If there is none, ETCI is patent-eligible, else [202] precisely
determines, whether ETCI is nevertheless patent-eligible, as in Kant's sense "autonomous"
[231,237] - being equivalent to ETCI's non- or tied-preemptivity [202,208].
Based on the SPL scientification in FIG. 7, FIG. 3 just shows this ETCI invariant. Ifit is used
for drafting ETCI's specification appropriately, it is a philosophy P, but is a test when applied
for screening the latter. It is executable anyway'" [237]. Thus, it is this above missing common
denominator - often the complete solution to the patent-eligibility problern'".
In both cases of applying, for an ETCI, the philosophy P when drafting - in case a) a fresh specification, and in case ~) a
patented continuation - of a given pair ATTO ::=<TTO,A> ofthis ETCI itspatent-eligibility may be guaranteed by guaranteeing
its non-/tied-preemptivity by drafting, within its specification, the sets SU and +ASD;;;;,1RASD;z!:ep such that nobody can contend,
atATTO's application or post-grant time, that ATTO ispreemptive by alleging:
In case a) it would preempt
• some application BE6 as
BTTO ::= <TTO,B> ~~DS ,
and/or
• foran application BE6 some
+BTTO ::= <+TTO,B» ~+ADS .
In case B) it would preempt
• some application BE6 as
BTTO" ::= <TTO" ,B> ftR~DS, and/or
• foran application BE~ some
+BTTO" ::= <+TTO" ,B» (i!:+ADS.

FIG. 10: The "T he Patent-Eligibility Gap Overcoming" Philosophy. .P, alias Test [202]

To summarize the key message of this little brochure: The US patent community in great
breadth will soon appreciate the Supreme Court's ETCI Initiative and the amazing efficiency/
quality improvements it enables - then rightfully taking pride in it, as no other society developed
for its innovativity and the latter's SPL protection anything of similar importance.
by summa rizing. Kant's Theory of Perception (by the Legends to FIG.s 8/9 and ftn'l and. the mathematicat ion of SPL achiev ed primarily on th is bas is
(see ftn' I), thereby explaining; why the latter is a st raightforward consequence of the former - in the sense of post-Kant, i.e. i.e. ethics-enriched rationality.
• The outline of this common denominator - i.e. of this invariant over all patent-eligible ETCls - is started by a discla imer. By the rigorous scientification
of SPL, in testing an ETCI by the FSTP-Tes1, all its 10 subtests ought to be straightforward executable as then having simple mathematical definitions. I.e.,
the ETCl's SPLtest is in its complexity reduced to a degree, where an exam iner/pose may blindly use it, if it only is familiar with the tested ETCl's subject
matter and knows whether in a subtest the - with the resp. prompt by the IES offered - prefabricated LAC is true or false (if this subtest is not automated
already, e.g. the determination of the ETCl's semantic height over its prior art RS). Yet,whether there are also tedious cases is unclear, what is skipped here.
7
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Curriculum Vitae of Prof. Dr.-Ing. Sigram Schindler
• Born in Lodz (Poland) in 1936,
G German nationality since 1939,
• Resident of Germany since 1945,
e Abitur in Bavaria in 1956.
Academic Career:
• Mainly self-financed studies at the Technical University of Berlin (TUB) - applied mathematics, theoretical
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